




Current Topics of National and
International Importance



Why in News?
India again reiterated that nuclear weapons should be abolished in a step-bystep
non-discriminatory process.

India’s Nuclear Doctrine

What is No First Use doctrine, and how did it come into being?
• In January 2003, when Vajpayee was India’s Prime Minister, the Cabinet 

Committee on Security (CCS) met to review the progress in operationalizing 
the country’s nuclear doctrine. An official release issued that day summarized 
the decisions that were being put in the public domain.

• India would continue to put strict controls on the export of nuclear and 
missile related materials and technologies, participate in the Fissile Material 
Cutoff Treaty negotiations, and continue to observe the moratorium on 
nuclear tests.

• India remains committed to the goal of a nuclear weapons free world, through 
global, verifiable and non-discriminatory nuclear disarmament.

• An important aspect of India’s nuclear doctrine is credible minimum 
deterrence (CMD), which refers to the quantity of nuclear forces that India 
needs to deter potential nuclear adversaries. 

1. India’s Nuclear Doctrine 



Why in news?
Emmanuelle Charpentier of France and Jennifer Doudna of the U.S won the Nobel Chemistry 
Prize for the gene-editing technique known as the CRISPR-Cas9 DNA snipping "scissors", the 
first time a Nobel science prize has gone to a womenonly team.

Benefits of DNA snipping "scissors”
• Using these, researchers can change the DNA of animals, plants and microorganisms 

with extremely high precision.
• This technology has had a revolutionary impact on the life sciences, is contributing to 

new cancer therapies and may make the dream of curing inherited diseases come true.
• The CRISPR/Cas9 tool has already contributed to significant gains in crop resilience, 

altering their genetic code to better withstand drought and pests.
• The technology has also led to innovative cancer treatments, and many experts hope it 

could one day make inherited diseases curable through gene manipulation.
• There is enormous power in this genetic tool, which affects us all. It has not only 

revolutionised basic science, but also resulted in innovative crops and will lead to 
ground-breaking new medical treatments

2. Nobel Prize in Chemistry



• Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) is a gene editing
technology, which replicates natural defence mechanism in bacteria to fight
virus attacks, using a special protein called Cas9.

• CRISPR-Cas9 technology behaves like a cut-and-paste mechanism on DNA strands that 
contain genetic information

• It was adapted from a naturally occurring genome editing system in bacteria.

• The bacteria capture snippets of DNA from invading viruses and use them to create 
DNA segments known as CRISPR arrays.

• The CRISPR arrays allow the bacteria to “remember” the viruses (or closely related 
ones).

• If the viruses attack again, the bacteria produce RNA segments from the CRISPR arrays 
to target the viruses’ DNA. The bacteria then use Cas9 or a similar enzyme to cut the 
DNA apart, which disables the virus.

CRISPR



Why in news?
American poet Louise Gluck won the 2020 Nobel Literature Prize, an unexpected choice known for themes of childhood and family life that 
draw inspiration from myths and classical motifs.

Key Details:
• Prof. Gluck, was honoured “for her unmistakable poetic voice that with austere beauty makes individual existence universal”.
• She has won the Pulitzer Prize in 1993 for her collection “The Wild Iris”and the National Book Award for her latest collection, “Faithful 

and Virtuous Night”, in 2014.
• Louise Elisabeth Glück is an American poet and essayist.
• She has won many major literary awards, including the Pulitzer Prize, National Humanities Medal, National Book Award, National Book 

Critics Circle Award, Bollingen Prize, and the Nobel Prize in Literature.

3. Nobel for literature

4. Black hole researchers get Nobel Prize for Physics

Why in news?
Roger Penrose of Britain, Reinhard Genzel of Germany and Andrea Ghez of the U.S. won the Nobel Physics Prize for their research into what 
the Nobel committee called “one of the most exotic phenomena in the universe, the black hole”.



The theory of relativity usually encompasses two interrelated theories by Albert Einstein: 
special relativity and general relativity.

• Special relativity applies to all physical phenomena in the absence of gravity.
• General relativity explains the law of gravitation and its relation to other forces of nature.
• It applies to the cosmological and astrophysical realm, including astronomy

Blackhole

• A black hole is a region of spacetime where gravity is so strong that nothing—no particles 
or even electromagnetic radiation such as light—can escape from it.

• The theory of general relativity predicts that a sufficiently compact mass can deform 
spacetime to form a black hole.

• The concept was theorized by Albert Einstein in 1915 and the term ‘black hole’ was coined in 
the mid-1960s by American physicist John Archibald Wheeler.

• All the black holes observed so far belong to two categories:
• One category ranges between a few solar masses and tens of solar masses. These are 

thought to form when massive stars die.
• The other category is of supermassive black holes. These range from hundreds of thousands 

to billions of times that of the sun from the Solar system to which Earth belongs.

Theory of relativity



• In April 2019, the scientists at the Event Horizon Telescope Project released the first-ever image of a Black Hole (more precisely, of its 
shadow).

• The image was made possible by the Event Horizon Telescope which is a group of 8 radio telescopes (used to detect radio waves from 
space) located in different parts of the world.

• Gravitational waves are created when two black holes orbit each other and merge.

5. What causes earthquake swarms in California?

• According to the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), hundreds of earthquakes ranging 
from 2.5 to 4.9 magnitude have been rattling California.

• These are called earthquake swarms - a sequence of mostly small earthquakes 
with no identifiable mainshock.

• Swarms are usually short-lived, but they can continue for days, weeks, or 
sometimes even months.

• They are many times too subtle for people to notice. They are not to be confused 
with aftershocks, which happen after a large mainshock.

Interactions between fluid and pressure in the fault zone
• Scientists have found that pulses of high-pressure fluids moving closer to the 

surface can trigger these swarms.
• While, fluid under pressure can push the walls of the fault away from each other 

making it easier for the fault to slide, a decrease in pressure creates a suction that 
pulls the walls together and inhibits sliding.



6. DRDO successfully tests anti-submarine warfare missile system

Anti- submarine warfare

• Anti-submarine warfare (ASW) is a branch of underwater warfare that uses surface 
warships, aircraft, submarines, or other platforms, to find, track, and deter, 
damage, and/or destroy enemy submarines.

• Such operations are typically carried out to protecting friendly shipping and 
coastal facilities from submarine attacks and to overcome blockades.

• Successful ASW operations typically involved a combination of sensor and weapon
technologies, along with effective deployment strategies and sufficiently
trained personnel.

7. Virus researchers get nobel for medicine

Why in news?

Americans Harvey J Alter and Charles M Rice, and British scientist Michael Houghton were awarded the Nobel Prize for Medicine or  
Physiology on Monday for the discovery of the hepatitis C virus.



Nobel prize

• The Nobel Prize is a set of annual international awards bestowed in several categories by Swedish and Norwegian institutions in 
recognition of academic, cultural, or scientific advances.

• The will of the Swedish chemist, engineer and industrialist Alfred Nobel established the five Nobel prizes in 1895.
• The prizes in Chemistry, Literature, Peace, Physics, and Physiology or Medicine were first awarded in 1901
• The prize is not awarded posthumously; however, if a person is awarded a prize and dies before receiving it, the prize may still be 

presented.
• A prize may not be shared among more than three individuals, although the Nobel Peace Prize can be awarded to organizations of more 

than three people

8. DRDO tests anti-radiation missile

Why in news?

A New Generation Anti Radiation Missile (NGARM), RudraM-I, was successfully flight-tested by the Defence Research and Development 
Organisation (DRDO). This is the first indigenous anti-radiation missile of the country.



RudraM-I
• Rudram is an air-to-surface missile, designed and developed by the Defence Research 

and Development Organisation (DRDO)
• The RudraM-I was successfully flight-tested onto a radiation target located on Wheeler 

Island off the coast of Odisha. The missile was launched from SU-30 MkI fighter aircraft.
• It hit the radiation target with pinpoint accuracy.
• The missile after the launch, manoeuvred towards the target based on direction 

detected by the seeker and all mission objectives were successfully met.
• It has a range of up to 200 km depending upon the launch conditions. The missile can 

be launched from altitudes of 500 m to 15 km and speeds of 0.6 to 2 mach.
• The missile, integrated with SU-30 MkI aircraft, has a capability of varying ranges based 

on the launch conditions.
• Having the Inertial Navigation System (INS)-Global Positioning System (GPS) navigation 

with Passive Homing Head (PHH) for the final attack, it is a potent weapon for the Indian 
Air Force for suppression of enemy air defence effectively from large stand-off ranges.

• The PHH can detect, classify and engage targets over a wide band of frequencies as 
programmed.

NGRAM
• The NGARM is being developed by Defence Research Development Laboratory (DRDL), Hyderabad, as the nodal agency.
• It is a joint effort involving several DRDO labs, the IAF, the Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) and several public and private sector 

enterprises.



9.World Food Programme wins Nobel Peace Prize 2020

Why in news?

The Nobel Peace Prize awarded to the World Food Programme for feeding millions of people from Yemen to North Korea, 
with the coronavirus pandemic seen pushing millions more into hunger.

United Nations’ World Food Programme (WFP)

• The World Food Programme (WFP) is the food assistance branch of the United Nations and the world’s largest humanitarian organization 
addressing hunger and promoting food security.

• The WFP strives to eradicate hunger and malnutrition, with the ultimate goal in mind of eliminating the need for food aid itself.
• It is a member of the United Nations Development Group and part of its Executive Committee.
• Born in 1961, WFP pursues a vision of the world in which every man, woman and child has access at all times to the food needed for an 

active and healthy life.
• The WFP is governed by an Executive Board which consists of representatives from member states.
• The WFP operations are funded by voluntary donations from world governments, corporations and private donors.
• WFP food aid is also directed to fight micronutrient deficiencies, reduce child mortality, improve maternal health, and combat disease, 

including HIV and AIDS.



Science And Technology



1. Phishing and its types

Why in news?

What is phishing?

• Phishing is the fraudulent practice of sending emails claiming to be from reputable companies to
induce individuals to reveal personal information, such as passwords or credit card numbers.

• Phishers are cyber criminals who siphon off vital confidential information, usually financial, from
‘susceptible’; people and misuse it.

• Example: Receiving emails like a Scandinavian philanthropist ready to part with his wealth, or an
African princess expecting you to be her prince charming.

• And it is not always through email. There is vishing (voice phishing) and smishing (SMS phishing)
too. In any case, your personal and financial details will be the target.

Google sent out over 12,000 warning to users globally, including about 500 in India, during the 
three months period from July to September this year, alerting them on “government-backed” 
phishing attempts against them.

The news comes close on the heels of Facebook-owned WhatsApp disclosing that an Israeli 
spyware — Pegasus, was used to spy on journalists and human rights activists globally, 
including 121 people in India.



Spear phishing

Why in news?

2. HIV AIDS

Why in news

• Spear phishing is an email that appears to be from an individual or a business familiar to you. Spear phishers thrive on familiarity.

• A fraudster may send a mail claiming he is from the RBI. The thing to remember here is that the sender’s email id might be something like 
rbi.com, but any government entity’s domain name would be ‘gov.in’ or ‘.org’ and ‘com’.

The prevalence of HIV/AIDS among antenatal women has dropped from 0.27% to 0.18% in Tamil Nadu, according to the findings of the recent 
HIV Sentinel Surveillance 2019.

• HIV attacks CD4, a type of White Blood Cell (T cells) in the body’s immune system.
• T cells are those cells that move around the body detecting anomalies and infections in cells.
• After entering body, HIV multiplies itself and destroys CD4 cells, thus severely damaging the human immune 

system. Once this virus enters the body, it can never be removed.
• CD4 count of a person infected with HIV reduces significantly.
• In a healthy body, CD4 count is between 500- 1600, but in an infected body, it can go as low as 200.
• Weak immune system makes a person prone to opportunistic infections and cancer. It becomes

difficult for a person infected with this virus to recover from even a minor injury or sickness.
• By receiving treatment, severe form of HIV can be prevented.



3. Responsible AI for Youth

• National e-Governance Division, Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology, Government of India and Intel India have designed a 
National Program for Government Schools: Responsible AI for Youth.

• The aim of this program is to empower youth to become ‘AI ready’ and help reduce the AI skill gap in India.
• The Program is designed to reach out to students from the government schools pan India and provide them with an opportunity to 

become part of the skilled workforce in an inclusive manner.
• The key objectives of the program are:

o To demystify AI for youth and equip them with the skill sets and the mind-set required for AI readiness.
o To democratize access to AI tools and train youth to use them skillfully.
o To enable youth to create meaningful social impact solutions as evidence of achievement.
o The Program will be open to students from Government Schools, classes 8 – 12 across the country



History



Dekho Apna Desh Webinar Series on Gandhi, Ahmedabad and Salt March

Why in news?

This 58th session of Dekho Apna Desh Webinar series of the Ministry of Tourism focused on
Gandhiji’s stay in Ahmedabad and Salt March.

• The Salt March, which took place from March to April 1930 in India, was an act of civil
disobedience led by Mohandas Gandhi to protest British rule in India.

• During the march, thousands of Indians followed Gandhi from his religious retreat near
Ahmedabad to the Arabian Sea coast, a distance of some 240 miles.

• Britain’s Salt Act of 1882 prohibited Indians from collecting or selling salt, a staple in their diet.
• Indian citizens were forced to buy the vital mineral from their British rulers, who, in addition 

to exercising a monopoly over the manufacture and sale of salt, also charged a heavy salt tax.
Although India’s poor suffered most under the tax, all Indians required salt.

• Defying the Salt Act, Gandhi reasoned, would be an ingeniously simple way for many Indians 
to break a British law nonviolently.

• Gandhi declared resistance to British salt policies to be the unifying theme for his new 
campaign of “satyagraha,” or mass civil disobedience.



Environment And Ecology



1. Madhuca diplostemon

A tree species, long believed extinct, has been rediscovered after a gap of more than 180 years from
a sacred grove in Kollam district.

• It was in 1835 that Madhuca diplostemon, a threatened species of the Western Ghats, was last 
spotted.

• Robert Wight, a surgeon-botanist with the East India Company, described it as Diospyros obovata in 
his famous work Icones Plantarum Indiae Orientalis.

• Since the species is represented only by one specimen in a single locality, it is eligible to be 
categorized ‘Critically Endangered’ by the IUCN (International Union for Conservation of Nature)

2. Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs)

Why in news?
The Union Cabinet has approved the ratification of seven (7) chemicals listed under Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants 
(POPs).



Stockholm Convention

• The Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) is a global treaty to protect human health and the environment 
from highly dangerous, long-lasting chemicals by restricting and ultimately eliminating their production, use, trade, release and storage.

• Among others, the provisions of the Convention require each party to prohibit and/or eliminate the production and use, as well as the 
import and export, of the intentionally produced POPs that are listed in Annex A to the Convention



Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs):

✓ remain intact in the environment for long periods (persistent),
✓ become widely distributed geographically (long range transport),
✓ accumulate in the fatty tissue of humans and wildlife (bioaccumulation), and
✓ have a harmful impact on human health, or on environment (toxic).

• Exposure to Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) can lead to serious health effects including certain cancers, birth defects, dysfunctional 
immune and reproductive systems, greater susceptibility to disease and damages to the central and peripheral nervous systems.

• Though not soluble in water, fish, predatory birds, mammals, and humans are high up the food chain and so absorb the greatest 
concentrations. When they travel, the POPs travel with them.

• As a result of these two processes, POPs can be found in people and animals living in regions such as the Arctic, thousands of kilometers 
from any major POPs source.

• India had ratified the Stockholm Convention in January 2006 as per Article 25(4), which enabled it to keep itself in a default “opt-out” 
position such that amendments in various Annexes of the convention cannot be enforced on it unless an instrument of ratification/ 
acceptance/ approval or accession is explicitly deposited with UN depositary.



Pollution in India

• The World Health Organization (WHO) says that India has 6 of the top 10 most polluted cities in the world. National capital Delhi is 
sitting on the top of the list.

• According to a Greenpeace report published last year;1.2 million people die every year in India due to air pollution.
• According to research by IQ AirVisual, a Swiss-based group that gathers air-quality data globally, and Greenpeace, Of the world’s most 

polluted 30 cities, 22 are in India,
• The remaining eight cities are all in Pakistan, Bangladesh and China - but the list doesn’t include Beijing, which comes in at number 122.
• Pollution in urban areas is usually a mix of different factors - mostly traffic, fossil fuel burning power plants and heavy industries.

What is Smog Tower?

• It is a structure of concrete that has multiple layers of filters. The size of this structure would 
be 40 feet in height and 20 feet on each side. In total it requires a compound of around 30x30 
metres.

• The device will be able to take in air from all 360-degree angles and generate 1,300,000 cubic 
metres of clean air per hour.

• Although its capacity would have the capacity to clean 32 million cubic metres of air per day.
• This giant purifier will have 48 fans to keep the flow of clean air going. The manufacturer of 

this device claims that it could provide clean air to 75,000 people living in the 3 kilometre
radius around it.



• China has passed through such severe air condition and the Chinese government has installed the smog tower in Xi’an in the Shaanxi 
province.

• India is also planning to take the same initiative. A Delhi-based company ‘Kurin Systems’ has recently got the patent of the world’s 
largest air purifier.

4. Amid pandemic gloom, 544 reasons for India to cheer

Why in news?
India has 544 reasons to cheer with the Zoological Survey of India (ZSI) and the 
Botanical Survey of India (BSI) releasing their annual publications, ‘Animal 
Discoveries 2019’ and ‘Plant Discoveries 2019’ respectively.

Findings of the publications

• A rock-dwelling gecko, Cnemaspis anandani, endemic to the Western Ghats.
• Sphaerotheca magadha, a burrowing frog discovered in the farm fields of 

Jharkhand.
• Enoplotrupes tawangensis, a dung beetle from Tawang.
• A wild ginger variety, Amomum nagamiense, discovered from the forest behind 

Kohina Zoo in Nagaland.
• A wild fern, Pteris subiriana, found not just in Kerala but also Tamil Nadu and 

Maharashtra.
• ‘Animal Discoveries 2019’ lists 368 faunal species as new to science and 116 

species as being spotted for the first time in India.



Polity And Governance



1. Section 29 of the POCSO Act

Section 29 of the POCSO Act says that when a person is prosecuted for committing an offence of sexual assault against a minor, the special 
court trying the case “shall presume” the accused to be guilty.

POCSO ACT, 2012

• To deal with child sexual abuse cases, the Government has brought in a special law, 
namely, The Protection of Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act, 2012.

• The Act has come into force with effect from 14th November, 2012 along with the Rules 
framed thereunder.

• POCSO Act, 2012 is a comprehensive law to provide for the protection of children from
the offences of sexual assault, sexual harassment and pornography, while safeguarding
the interests of the child at every stage of the judicial process by incorporating
child-friendly mechanisms for reporting, recording of evidence, investigation and
speedy trial of offences through designated Special Courts.

• The Act was amended in 2019, to make provisions for enhancement of punishments for 
various offences so as to deter the perpetrators and ensure safety, security and dignified 
childhood for a child.

• The Act is gender neutral and regards the best interests and welfare of the child as a 
matter of paramount importance at every stage so as to ensure the healthy physical, 
emotional, intellectual and social development of the child.



• The Act defines a child as any person below eighteen years of age, and regards the best interests and well-being of the child as being of 
paramount importance at every stage, to ensure the healthy physical, emotional, intellectual and social development of the child.

• People who traffic children for sexual purposes are also punishable under the provisions relating to abetment in the Act.
• The Act prescribes stringent punishment graded as per the gravity of the offence, with a maximum term of rigorous imprisonment for life, 

and fine.

2. SC against involuntary Narco tests

Why in news?

Involuntary administration of Narco or lie detector tests is an “intrusion” into a person’s “mental privacy,” a Supreme Court judgment of 
2010 has held.

What are polygraph and narcoanalysis tests?

• A polygraph test is based on the assumption that physiological responses that are triggered when a person is lying are different from 
what they would be otherwise.

• Instruments like cardio-cuffs or sensitive electrodes are attached to the person, and variables such as blood pressure, pulse, respiration, 
change in sweat gland activity, blood flow, etc., are measured as questions are put to them.

• A numerical value is assigned to each response to conclude whether the person is telling the truth, is deceiving, or is uncertain.
• A test such as this is said to have been first done in the 19th century by the Italian criminologist Cesare Lombroso, who used a machine 

to measure changes in the blood pressure of criminal suspects during interrogation.



• Narcoanalysis, by contrast, involves the injection of a drug, sodium pentothal, which induces a hypnotic or sedated state in which the 
subject’s imagination is neutralised, and they are expected to divulge information that is true.

• The drug, referred to as “truth serum” in this context, was used in larger doses as anaesthesia during surgery, and is said to have been 
used during World War II for intelligence operations.

• More recently, investigating agencies have sought to employ these tests in investigation, and are sometimes seen as being a “softer 
alternative” to torture or “third degree” to extract the truth from suspects.

• However, neither method has been proven scientifically to have a 100% success rate, and remain contentious in the medical field as well.

3. Special Marriage Act of 1954

• The SMA is a law which allows solemnization of marriages without going through any religious customs or rituals.
• People from different castes or religions or states get married under SMA in which marriage is solemnized by way of registration.
• The prime purpose of the Act was to address Inter-religious marriages and to establish marriage as a secular institution bereft of all 

religious formalities, which required registration alone.

Important sections

• Section 5 of the (Act) requires that a notice of intended marriage to be given by the parties to the marriage to the Marriage Officer of the 
district where at least one of the parties to the marriage has resided for a period of not less than thirty days immediately preceding the 
date on which such notice is given.

• Section 6 mandates that all such notices received shall be entered in the marriage notice book and the Marriage Officer shall publish a 
notice by affixing a copy thereof to some conspicuous place in his office.

• Sections 6(2) and 6(3): The provisions under the Act require parties to an intended marriage to publish their private details for public 
scrutiny 30 days prior to the intended marriage.



4. Poverty and Shared Prosperity Report: World Bank

Why in news?

The World Bank in its biennial Poverty and Shared Prosperity Report mentions that Covid-19 can add naround 27-40 million new poor in
Sub-Saharan Africa and around 49-57 million in South Asia region.

Poverty in India
Poverty estimation in India is carried out by NITI Aayog’s task force through the calculation of poverty line based on the data captured by the 
National Sample Survey Office under the Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation (MOSPI).

Poverty line estimation in India is based on the consumption expenditure and not on the income levels.

Global Multidimensional Poverty Index 2020:

• India lifted as many as 270 million people out of multidimensional poverty between 2005-06
and 2015-16.

• Impact of Covid-19: Covid-19 is having a profound impact on the development landscape.
• The study finds that on average, poverty levels will be set back 3 to 10 years due to Covid-19.
• Sustainable Development Goals: The index emphasises on measuring and monitoring progress 

under the goals to reach ‘zero poverty by 2030-Goal 1’ of the SDGs.



5. Freeze Assam ST list for good, says tribal body

Why in news?

An umbrella organisation of tribal bodies has advised the Assam government to freeze the list of Scheduled Tribe (Plains) “for good” and 
satisfy six communities demanding tribal status in a way that does not infringe up the rights of the existing tribes.

Which communities are STs in Assam?

• There are two ST lists - one for the two hill districts (Karbi Anglong and Dima Hasao), the other
for the plains districts.

• STs in the hill districts are Dimasa Kachari, Chakma, Karbi, Garo, Hajong, Hmar, Khasi, jaintia,
Pnar, Kuki (37 subgroups), Lakher, Man, Mizo (several subtribes), Naga tribes, Pawi,
Synteng and Tiwa.

• The ST communities in the plains districts are: Bodo, Rabha, Mising, Deuri, Hojai, Kachari
(including Sonowal, Thengal), Tiwa, Mech, Dimasa, Hajong, Singpho, Hojai, Khamti and
Barman (in Cachar district only).

• All ST communities together comprise about 14% of Assam&#39;s population. Of this, Bodos
are 41%, Mising 17.8%, Karbi 10.7%, Rabha 8.4%, Kachari 7.1%, Tiwa 5.2%, Dimasa 3.4% and 
Deuri 1.2%.

• No break-up of population of the 6 communities demanding ST status is available.



6. HC poser to Rajasthan govt. on additional Central food aid

Why in news?

The Rajasthan High Court has asked if the State government had made any additional demand for release of food aid from the Centre during 
the COVID-19 pandemic, while enquiring about the present status of beneficiaries under the National Food Security Act (NFSA) and the 
process for revision of their lists.

National Food Security Act (NFSA), 2013

• Notified on: 10th September, 2013
• Objective: To provide for food and nutritional security in the human life cycle approach, by ensuring access to adequate quantities of

quality food at affordable prices to people to live a life with dignity.  
• Coverage: 75% of the rural population and upto 50% of the urban population for receiving subsidized foodgrains under Targeted Public 

Distribution System (TPDS). 
• Eligibility: 

o Priority Households to be covered under TPDS, according to guidelines by the State government.
o Households covered under existing Antyodaya Anna Yojana. 

• Provisions: 
• 5 Kgs of foodgrains per person per month at Rs. 3/2/1 per Kg for rice/wheat/coarse grains. 
• The existing AAY household will continue to receive 35 Kgs of foodgrains per household per month. 
• Meal and maternity benefit of not less than Rs. 6,000 to pregnant women and lactating mothers during pregnancy and six months after 

the child birth, 



• Meals to children upto 14 years of age. 
• Food security allowance to beneficiaries in case of non-supply of entitled foodgrains or meals. 
• Setting up of grievance redressal mechanisms at the district and state level 

6. TRP

• In simple terms, anyone who watches television for more than a minute is considered a 
viewer. A viewer can be as young as a two-year-old.

• The TRP or Target Rating Point is the metric used by the marketing and advertising agencies 
to evaluate this viewership. 

• In India, the TRP is recorded by the Broadcast Audience Research Council using Bar-O-
Meters that are installed in televisions in selected households. 

• As on date, the BARC has installed these meters in 44,000 households across the country.
• Audio watermarks are embedded in video content prior to broadcast. These watermarks are 

not audible to the human ear, but can easily be detected and decoded using dedicated 
hardware and software. 

• As viewing details are recorded by the Bar-O-Meters, so are the watermarks. 



7. Krishna Water dispute

• The Krishna is an east-flowing river that originates at Mahabaleshwar in Maharashtra and 
merges with the Bay of Bengal, flowing through Maharashtra, Karnataka, Telangana and 
Andhra Pradesh. 

• A dispute over the sharing of Krishna waters has been ongoing for many decades, beginning 
with the erstwhile Hyderabad and Mysore states, and later continuing between successors 
Maharashtra, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh.

• In 1969, the Krishna Water Disputes Tribunal (KWDT) was set up under the Inter-State 
River Water Dispute Act, 1956, and presented its report in 1973. 

• The report, which was published in 1976, divided the 2060 TMC (thousand million cubic 
feet) of Krishna water at 75 per cent dependability into three parts: 560 TMC for 
Maharashtra, 700 TMC for Karnataka and 800 TMC for Andhra Pradesh. 

• At the same time, it was stipulated that the KWDT order may be reviewed or revised by a 
competent authority or tribunal any time after May 31, 2000.

• Afterward, as new grievances arose between the states, the second KWDT was instituted 
in 2004. It delivered its report in 2010, which made allocations of the Krishna water at 65 
per cent dependability and for surplus flows as follows: 81 TMC for Maharashtra, 177 TMC 
for Karnataka, and 190 TMC for Andhra Pradesh.



Godavari river water dispute 

• The Godavari is India's second longest river after the Ganga. Its source is in Triambakeshwar, Maharashtra.
• It flows east for 1,465 kilometres (910 mi), draining the states of Maharashtra (48.6%), Telangana (18.8%), Andhra Pradesh (4.5%), 

Chhattisgarh (10.9%) and Odisha (5.7%). 
• The river ultimately empties into the Bay of Bengal through an extensive network of tributaries.
• The Andhra Pradesh Act, 1953, the States Reorganisation Act, 1956 and the bifurcation of Bombay into Maharashtra and Gujarat in 1960, 

brought about extensive jurisdictional changes in the Godavari basin and consequently the States of Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh and Orissa became the necessary parties to the dispute over sharing of waters of the Godavari basin.

• Government of India (GoI) constituted a common tribunal on 10 April 1969 to adjudicate the river water utilization disputes among the 
river basin states of Godavari and Krishna rivers under the provisions of Interstate River Water Disputes Act – 1956.

• The common tribunal was headed by Sri RS Bachawat as its chairman with Sri DM Bhandari and Sri DM Sen as its members.
• The Bachawat Tribunal gave its final award in 1980.
• Accordingly, each State was free to utilise the flow in Godavari and its tributaries up to a certain level.
• Thus, Andhra Pradesh decided to divert 80 tmcft of Godavari water from Polavaram to Krishna river, upstream of Vijayawada, so that it 

could be shared with Karnataka and Maharashtra 



8. MSME Prerna

Why in news
Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman launched ‘MSME Prerana’, an online business mentoring programme for MSMEs by state-run Indian Bank

Objective: The programme, to be made available in local languages, is aimed at empowering 

entrepreneurs through skill development and capacity building workshops through Indian 
bank branches. 

• The initiative is in collaboration with Poornatha & Co, a firm that designs entrepreneurial 
development programs in vernacular languages using online web-based interactive 
sessions and case studies.

• Spread over 12 sessions, the program enables MSME entrepreneurs to acquire expertise 
in handling finance and managerial skills, capacity to handle crises in business, understand 
the dynamics of credit rating and risk management. 

• The first two programs will be in Tamil for the Coimbatore clusters of Indian Bank. It will 
then be scaled up across the country in Hindi, Telugu, Kannada, Bengali and Gujarati.



9. National Educational Technology Forum (NETF)

• The new National Education Policy (NEP) suggests the formation of National Educational Technology Forum (NETF) to provide a platform 
for the free exchange of ideas on the use of technology to enhance learning, assessment, planning, administration.

• The NEP 2020 has set out to produce e-content in eight regional languages (Tamil, Telegu, Kannada, Malyalama, Gujarati, Marathi, 
Bengali, Oriya) to encourage digital content and technology. 

• The sectors in which AI can play a big role are: agriculture; creating next generation urban infrastructure; addressing urban issues like: 
reducing traffic jams, improving sewage systems and laying energy grids; making disaster management systems stronger; solving the 
problem of climate change; seamlessly bridge language barriers and preserve the diversity of languages and dialects; knowledge sharing 
etc.

10. Lokpal and Lokayukta

Why in news? 

Recently, Justice Prafulla Kumar Misra has retired from the post of Goa Lokayukta and has highlighted the issues related to the state office 
and the proceedings.



8. MSME Prerna

Why in news
Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman launched ‘MSME Prerana’, an online business mentoring programme for MSMEs by state-run Indian Bank

• The Lokpal and Lokayukta Act, 2013 provided for the establishment of Lokpal for the Union 
and Lokayukta for States.

• "India Against Corruption Movement" led by Anna Hazare put pressure on the then 
government at the Centre and resulted in the passing of the Lokpal and Lokayuktas Bill, 2013, in 
both the Houses of Parliament.

• It received assent from the President on 1st January 2014 and came into force on 16th January 
2014.

• These institutions are statutory bodies without any constitutional status. 
• They perform the function of an "ombudsman” and inquire into allegations of corruption 

against certain public functionaries and for related matters.
• The term Lokpal and Lokayukta were coined by Dr L. M. Singhvi.



ECONOMY



1. Antitrust Cases and the Competition Commission of India

Why in news
Google is facing a new antitrust case in India in which the U.S. tech giant is alleged to have abused its Android operating system’s position in 
the smart television market

Competition Commission of India

• The Competition Act, 2002, as amended by the Competition (Amendment) Act, 2007:
• prohibits anti-competitive agreements;
• abuse of dominant position by enterprises and; 
• regulates combinations (acquisition, acquiring of control and M&A),

• which causes or likely to cause an appreciable adverse effect on competition within India.
• The objectives of the Act are sought to be achieved through the Competition Commission of India 

(CCI), a quasi-judicial body
• CCI consists of a Chairperson and 6 Members appointed by the Central Government.



2. International Monetary Fund (IMF) 

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is an organization of 189 countries. Created in 1945, the IMF is governed by and accountable to the 
189 countries that make up its near-global membership.

Aims:

o Working to foster global monetary cooperation
o secure financial stability
o facilitate international trade
o promote high employment and sustainable economic growth
o reduce poverty around the world. 

• The IMF's primary purpose is to ensure the stability of the international monetary system—
the system of exchange rates and international payments that enables countries (and their 
citizens) to transact with each other.

• The Fund's mandate was updated in 2012 to include all macroeconomic and financial sector 
issues that bear on global stability.



3. Services PMI shows slump easing, but job losses swell

Why in news?

The pace of contraction in services sector activity eased considerably in September after the government lifted some COVID-19 restrictions, 
but demand continued to shrink, prompting firms to cut more jobs. 

Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI)

• The Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI) is an index of the prevailing direction of economic trends in the manufacturing and service sectors.
• It consists of a diffusion index that summarizes whether market conditions, as viewed by purchasing managers, are expanding, staying 

the same, or contracting. 
• The purpose of the PMI is to provide information about current and future business conditions to company decision makers, analysts, and 

investors.
• Purchasing Managers' Index is based on five major indicators: new orders, inventory levels, production, supplier deliveries and the 

employment environment. 
• An index value above 50 percent indicates a positive development in the industrial sector, whereas a value below 50 percent indicates a 

negative situation.



4. GST Council fails to reach consensus on compensating States

Why in news?

The Goods and Services Tax (GST) Council failed to iron out differences between Opposition-ruled States and the Centre over the plan 
to get States to borrow from the market to meet an estimated ₹2.35 lakh crore shortfall in compensation cess collections this year

GST (Compensation to States) Act, 2017

• After the introduction of GST States have very limited taxation rights as most of the taxes, barring those on petroleum, alcohol, and 
stamp duty, were subsumed under GST.

• GST accounts for almost 42% of states’ own tax revenues, and tax revenues account for around 60% of states’ total revenues.
• Under the GST (Compensation to States) Act, 2017, states are guaranteed compensation for loss of revenue on account of 

implementation of GST for a transition period of five years between 2017 and 22.
• The compensation is calculated based on the difference between the states’ current GST revenue and the protected revenue after 

estimating an annualised 14% growth rate from the base year of 2015- 16.



5. SC questions Centre, RBI on panel report implementation

Why in news?

The Supreme Court asked the Union government and the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) about the steps taken to implement the K.V. 
Kamath Committee report on recommendations to bail out sectors affected by the COVID-19 stress. 

K.V. Kamath Committee on Restructuring of Loans 

• RBI had formed a five member committee under the 
chairmanship of former ICICI Bank CEO KV Kamath to make 
recommendations on the financial parameters to be considered 
for the one-time restructuring of loans impacted by the Covid 19 
pandemic.

• The committee will scrutinise restructuring of loans above ₹1500 
crore.

• The term of the committee has been extended till June 30 2021.
• The resolution under this framework is applicable only to those 

borrowers who have been impacted on account of Covid.
• Only those borrowers which were classified as standard and with 

arrears less than 30 days as at March 1, 2020 are eligible under 
the Framework.



Recommendations of the committee

• The committee recommended a graded approach to restructuring of stressed accounts based on severity of the impact on the borrowers.
• The committee has allowed banks to classify the accounts into mild, moderate and severe as recommended by the committee.
• In line with the mandate given by the RBI, Kamath committee has identified four financial parameters including –

1. Total outside liabilities to adjusted tangible net worth
2. Total debt to EBITDA
3. Debt service coverage ratio (DSCR) 

6. Average debt service coverage ratio (ADSCR)

• The sector-specific thresholds (ceilings or floors, as the case may be) for each of the above key ratios that should be considered by the 
lending institutions in the resolution assumptions with respect to an eligible borrower.

• The committee has therefore identified 26 sectors and also recommended sector specific thresholds for these sectors.
• Power, construction, iron and steel, roads, real estate, wholesale trading, textiles, consumer durables, aviation, logistics, hotels, 

restaurants and tourism, mining are among the sectors that will need restructuring.
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